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ABSTRACT. The present paper discusses a possible correlation between the 
placement of pronominal objects with non-nominal antecedents in Norwegian, and 
the use of the pronouns es (it) and das (that) in German. For Norwegian object shift 
(OS), it has been shown that while pronominal objects with non-nominal 
antecedents generally do not shift, this is not the case when these elements take on 
the discourse function of continuing topics. In this paper, we show that a very 
similar pattern can be observed in German. However, this is not related to whether 
object pronouns scramble or not, but rather to which pronominal form is used to 
refer back to the clausal antecedent. In German, das is generally used to refer back 
to non-nominal antecedents, however, es is also sometimes an option. In this study, 
we find parallels between the use of OS and es, on the one hand, and lack of OS and 
das, on the other, and propose that the former is preferred when the proposition the 
proform refers back to is part of the common ground in the discourse. This ties in 
nicely with previous research on Norwegian OS, as in order for a proposition to 
constitute a continuing topic in the discourse, it has to be established as part of the 
interlocutors’ common ground.  
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Scrambling in West Germanic is a topic that has received much attention in the literature (cf. e.g. 
Grewendorf & Sternefeld 1990; Diesing 1992; Corver & van Riemsdijk 1994; Haider & Rosengren 1998; 
Hinterhölzl 2004; see also Haider 2006 for an overview). Likewise, Object Shift (henceforth OS) in the 
Scandinavian languages has been discussed widely for several decades (cf. Holmberg 1986; 1999, Hellan 
& Platzack 1995; Holmberg & Platzack 1995; Josefsson 2003; 2010; Andréasson 2008; 2009; 2010; 
Anderssen & Bentzen 2012; Bentzen 2013; Bentzen et al. 2013a; see also Thráinsson 2001 and Vikner 
2006 for overviews). The two phenomena show certain similarities, but are also distinct in some 
important respects. Consequently, they have been compared and contrasted in several studies (see e.g. 
Thráinsson 2001 or Hinterhölzl 2012 for an overview). 
While the two phenomena in particular show distinctive patterns when it comes to DP objects, both 
OS and scrambling have been claimed to obligatory apply to pronominal objects. Thus, in both 
Norwegian (1) and German (2), the pronominal object obligatorily shifts or scrambles to a clause-medial 
position preceding adverbs and negation.  
(1)  Bladet    datt på gulvet,  og …            (Norw.) 
  magazine.theNEUT fell  on floor.the and 
a. … han  plukket det  ikke opp. 
  … he  picked  itNEUT not  up 
 b. *… han plukket ikke det  opp. 
         he  picked  not  itNEUT up 
  ‘The magazine fell on the floor and he didn’t pick it up.’ 
(2)  Das Buch  ist runtergefallen, und…            (Germ.) 
  the  bookNEUT is down.fallen  and 
a. … er hat  es  nicht aufgehoben. 
  … he has itNEUT not  up.picked 
 b. *… er  hat nicht es  aufgehoben. 
         he  has not  itNEUT up.picked 
  ‘The book fell on the floor and he didn’t pick it up.’ 
In this paper, we will compare Norwegian OS and German object scrambling from a new 
perspective. In both Norwegian and German, neuter pronouns typically refer to neuter nominal 
antecedents, as in (1)-(2) above. However, in both languages, neuter pronouns may also have a non-
nominal antecedent and refer to a full clause or a VP, as illustrated in (3)-(4): 
(3)  Jeg  flytter til høsten. Gjør Vera {*det}  også {det}?      (Norw.) 
  I  move to fall.the  Does Vera     that  also  that 
  ‘I’m moving in the fall. Is Vera also doing that?’ 
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(4) a. Ich werde im Herbst umziehen. Wird Vera das/*es auch machen?  (Germ.) 
  I will in fall   move   will Vera that  also do 
  ‘I’m moving in the fall. Is Vera also doing that?’ 
 b. *Wird  Vera auch das/es  machen? 
    will  Vera also that  do 
  ‘Is Vera also doing that?’ 
In (3) and (4) the pronominal objects det (Norwegian) and das (German) refer to the whole VP ‘moving 
in the fall.’ Notably, as illustrated in (3), in Norwegian (as well as the other Mainland Scandinavian 
languages) the pronominal object det typically refrains from OS in such cases (cf. Andréasson 2009; 
2010; Anderssen & Bentzen 2011; 2012; Josefsson 2011; 2012; Lødrup 2012; Bentzen et al. 2013a). In 
German, in contrast, the pronominal object still obligatorily scrambles, as illustrated by the 
ungrammaticality of (4b). However, in contrast to (2), the neuter pronominal object das is typically used 
rather than es in these contexts, as shown in (4a).  
However, as discussed in among others Anderssen & Bentzen (2011), even pronominal objects with 
non-nominal antecedents may undergo OS in Norwegian under certain conditions. According to 
Anderssen & Bentzen (2011), one such context involves multiple mentions of det (it) with a non-nominal 
antecedent. This is illustrated in (5) below (from Anderssen & Bentzen 2011; these contexts are also 
discussed in Andréasson 2009): 
(5)  John gikk  til jobben.                (Norw.) 
  John walked to work.the 
Maria forventet  ikke det1. Susanne forventet  det2 heller  ikke. 
Maria expected  not  it  Susanne expected  it  either  not 
‘John walked to work. Maria didn’t expect that. Susanne didn’t expect it either.’ 
In (5), both instances of det refer to the whole proposition ‘John walked to work.’ However, they 
typically occur in different positions. While the first instance of the pronominal anaphor remains 
unshifted, the second one is preferred in a shifted position. In parallel, in German the type of preferred 
pronominal object in the two instances varies. While das is preferred in the first instance, es is preferred 
in the second: 
(6)  Sie  meint, dass Johannes tüchtig ist.            (Germ.) 
  she  thinks  that Johannes clever  is 
Ich sehe das1 nicht so,  und Karen sieht es2  auch nicht so. 
I see  that not  so  and Karen sees it  also not  so 
  ‘She thinks that Johannes is clever, but I don’t think so, and Karen doesn’t think so either.’ 
This paper is a first exploration of the correlation between the distribution of Norwegian OS and 
German es/das in situations where these pronominal objects refer to non-nominal antecedents. We will 
argue that there are parallels between Norwegian and German in that contexts where these pronominal 
objects remain unshifted in Norwegian correspond to contexts where das is preferred over es in German, 
and contexts where Norwegian requires OS of such pronominal objects correspond to contexts where es 
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is preferred over das in German. Moreover, we will propose that the distribution of OS in Norwegian and 
es/das in German is related to information structure in the sense that OS in Norwegian and es in German 
are used when the proposition this pronoun refers to is given information and part of the common ground 
between the speaker and the hearer in the discourse. Typically, this proposition constitutes the established 
discourse topic in the conversation. 
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we outline the patterns of OS in Norwegian and the 
other Mainland Scandinavian languages in more detail, specifically focussing on the recent findings 
concerning the behaviour of pronominal object det with non-nominal antecedents. In section 3, we 
present and discuss findings from our current investigation regarding the realization of pronominal 
objects with non-nominal antecedents in Norwegian and German. We discuss the parallels found between 
the patterns of realization of such pronouns in Norwegian and German, and we develop an analysis of the 
distribution of these pronouns which is an expansion of the proposal in Anderssen & Bentzen (2012). 
Section 4 contains some concluding remarks. 
2. OS in Mainland Scandinavian and the relevance of different types of topics 
As mentioned in the introduction, the traditional assumption regarding OS is that it applies to all 
weak/unstressed pronominal objects. An example of this was provided in (1a). Recently, however, as 
illustrated in (3), various studies have shown that OS of these elements is not always obligatory. First of 
all, Josefsson (2003), Andréasson (2008), and Bentzen et al. (2013a) all show that in Swedish, 
pronominal objects with nominal antecedents do not consistently undergo OS.1 This is illustrated in (7) 
(from Bentzen et al. 2013a:137): 
(7)  ja^a fast ja ser  inte dom nu.            (Swedish) 
  yes  but  I see  not  them now 
  ‘Yes, but I can’t see them right now.’ 
At the same time, Andréasson (2008) and Bentzen et al. (2013a) confirm that OS is indeed obligatory in 
such contexts in Danish and Norwegian. More importantly for the present study, however, pronominal 
objects with non-nominal antecedents typically fail to undergo OS in all the Mainland Scandinavian 
languages (Andréasson 2008; 2009; 2010; Anderssen & Bentzen 2011; 2012; Josefsson 2011; 2012; and 
Lødrup 2012). While the pronominal object det ‘it’ typically refers back to a nominal antecedent in the 
neuter gender, it may also be used as an anaphor for a clause, a vP or a kind-denoting DP (of any gender). 
This is illustrated in (8), where the antecedent of det is a VP in (8a) and a full clause in (8b) (from 
Anderssen & Bentzen 2012:10).  
(8)  a. A:  Spiste  du  noe frukt?  (Norwegian) 
     ate   you any fruitMASC 
     ‘Did you eat any fruit?’  
   B:  Nei, jeg gjorde {*detVP} ikke {detVP}. 
     no  I did   itNEUT not   itNEUT 
     ‘No, I didn’t.’ (det = ‘eat any fruit’) 
 
1 Their empirical base is grammaticality judgments, written text corpora and spoken language corpora, respectively. 
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  b. A:  Har hun gått hjem? 
     has she  gone home 
     ‘Has she gone home?’ 
   B:  Jeg  tror {*detCLAUSE} ikke {detCLAUSE}. 
     I  think  itNEUT  not   itNEUT 
     ‘I don’t think so.’ (det = ‘that she has gone home’) 
Many different accounts have been proposed for the general OS patterns throughout the years, e.g. 
related to case assignment (Holmberg 1986; Vikner 1994; Holmberg & Platzack 1995); defocussing 
(Holmberg 1999; Mikkelsen 2011); phases and order preservation (Fox & Pesetsky 2005), and prosody 
(Erteschik-Shir 2005; Josefsson 2003; 2010). We will not outline the various approaches here (see Vikner 
2006 for an extensive overview, and Bentzen et al. 2013a for a recent discussion of how various current 
approaches fare against spontaneous spoken corpus data). Rather, we will take an approach that is 
inspired by various proposals that make reference to information structure. For example, some accounts 
of OS have suggested that it is a defocussing operation in which pronominal objects that are not focus 
elements undergo OS to escape the focus domain (i.e. the VP/vP) (cf. Holmberg 1999; Mikkelsen 2011). 
Anderssen & Bentzen (2012), however, argue that this is not a sufficient explanation. Although is it clear 
that objects undergoing OS are defocussed, they point out that not all defocussed pronominal objects 
undergo OS. More specifically, this is not the case with the type of pronominal objects studied in the 
current paper, namely those that have a non-nominal antecedent. Such objects are often (fairly) unstressed 
and do not constitute obvious focus (or contrastive) elements. Still, they fail to undergo OS in the 
Mainland Scandinavian languages. Moreover, Anderssen & Bentzen (2012) argue that these elements 
have certain topical properties. This is illustrated by the fact that pronominal objects with non-nominal 
antecedents often occur in the prototypical clause-initial topic position. Consider (9) below, which 
provides alternative B-answers to A’s questions in (8), with the pronominal objects in clause-initial 
position. According to Anderssen & Bentzen (2012), the replies of B in (8) and (9) are both perfectly 
natural responses to the questions posed by A: 
(9)  a. A:  Spiste  du  noe frukt?  (Norwegian) 
     ate   you any fruitMASC 
     ‘Did you eat any fruit?’  
b. B:  Nei, {detVP} gjorde jeg ikke. 
     no  itNEUT  did  I not 
     ‘No, I didn’t.’  (det = ‘eat any fruit’) 
  c. A:  Har hun gått hjem? 
     has she  gone home 
     ‘Has she gone home?’ 
d. B:  Nei, {detCLAUSE} tror jeg ikke. 
     no     itNEUT   think I not 
     ‘No, I don’t think so.’ (det = ‘that she has gone home’) 
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In exploring topichood as a potential trigger for OS in general, Anderssen & Bentzen make use of a 
proposal by Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007) and argue that only certain kinds of topics undergo OS, 
while others do not. Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl distinguish between various types of topics, crucially 
between aboutness topics and familiar topics. Familiar topics are given or accessible constituents in the 
discourse. Moreover, they are typically destressed and often realized as pronouns. Hinterhölzl (2004) (cf. 
also Delfitto & Corver 1998) suggests that familiarity may be a trigger for scrambling proper in German. 
Likewise, Anderssen & Bentzen argue that pronominal objects with nominal antecedents undergoing OS 
in Norwegian have the characteristic properties of Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl’s familiar topics; they 
represent given information and refer back to a specific and identifiable (D-linked) referent in the 
discourse, and they are typically destressed. Hence, they propose that OS applies to pronominal objects 
that constitute familiar topics in Norwegian.  
Turning to pronominal objects with non-nominal antecedents2, although these objects have topical 
properties, as pointed out above, Anderssen & Bentzen propose that they are often not familiar topics. 
Rather, they frequently function as aboutness topics. The clausal or VP antecedents of such objects are 
arguably less accessible (see Andréasson 2009; 2010) or have a lower cognitive status in the discourse 
than nominal antecedents. According to Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007) aboutness topics (or shifting 
topics) are “what the sentence is about” (cf. also Reinhart 1981) and represent a constituent that is “newly 
introduced” or “newly changed or returned to” (Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl 2007:88; from Givón 1983) and 
“is a matter of standing and current interest or concern” (Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl 2007:88, from 
Strawson 1963). Inspired by this, Anderssen & Bentzen argue that the function of pronominal object det 
‘it/that’ with a non-nominal antecedent is to pick out a proposition in the previous discourse and turn this 
into what the conversation is now about, i.e. it has an aboutness shift function. They provide support for 
this proposal with data from spoken Norwegian from the Nordic Dialect Corpus (NDC) (Johannessen et 
al. 2009), as illustrated in (10) (from Anderssen & Bentzen 2012:14):3 
(10) Dialogue between a young man (kirkenes_01um) and a young woman (kirkenes_02uk) from 
Kirkenes in Northern Norway. Discourse topic: Musicals, and “Jesus Christ Superstar” in particular: 
kirkenes_01um: har du sett “Jesus Christ Superstar”?  
     ‘Have you seen “Jesus Christ Superstar”?’ 
kirkenes_02uk: Ja. Har du?  
     ‘Yes. Have you?’ 
kirkenes_01um: Var den bra?  
     ‘Was it good?’ 
 
2 Anderssen & Bentzen 2012 refer to pronouns with nominal antecedents as having individuated referents and 
pronouns with non-nominal antecedents as having non-individuated referents. In Bentzen et al. 2013a, however, they 
use the terms ‘nominal’ and ‘non-nominal’ antecedents, and we adopt that here. 
3 Only the final, relevant response by speaker kirkenes_02uk is glossed word by word. 
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kirkenes_02uk: Nei, jeg synes ikke det.  
     no  I think not  it 
‘No, I don’t think so.’ (det = that JCS was good) 
In this dialogue, the musical “Jesus Christ Superstar” is the initial discourse topic. However, when 
speaker kirkenes_01um asks kirkenes_02uk whether she thought the musical was good, this represents an 
aboutness shift, making whether “Jesus Christ Superstar” was good or not the topic of conversation. 
Kirkenes_02uk responds by referring to the questioned proposition ‘was it good’ with pronominal object 
det, thereby picking up on and accepting it as the current/new aboutness topic in the conversation. Note 
that in order for a topic to be established in the discourse, it has to be picked up on and accepted by both 
interlocutors. Consequently, when kirkenes_02uk confirms that she has seen “Jesus Christ Superstar” in 
the dialogue in (10), she also asks her interlocutor, kirkenes_01um, whether he has seen it, but he ignores 
this and asks whether it was good. Clearly, at this point, kirkenes_01um could have picked up on this 
statement and started talking about his own experience with “Jesus Christ Superstar”. Instead, he follows 
up on the fact that kirkenes_02uk has seen it, and asks whether it was good. As can been seen from the 
example, in kirkenes_02uk’s answer, the pronominal object remains in situ. 
However, in certain contexts object pronouns with non-nominal antecedents nevertheless tend to 
undergo OS. According to Anderssen & Bentzen (2011) this can be observed in several different 
environments. As illustrated in (5) in the introduction, one such context involves multiple mentions of det 
‘it’ with a non-nominal antecedent, repeated as (11) below: 
(11) John gikk  til jobben.   Maria forventet  ikke det1.  (Norw.) 
  John walked to work.the  Maria expected  not  it 
Susanne forventet  det2 heller  ikke. 
Susanne expected  it  either  not 
‘John walked to work. Maria didn’t expect that. Susanne didn’t expect it either.’ 
Anderssen & Bentzen (2011) argue that the difference between det1 and det2 in (11) above is that while 
det1 is an aboutness topic, det2 is a continuing topic. Continuing topics are given and D-linked with a pre-
established aboutness topic. In (11), the first instance of det establishes ‘John walking to work’ as what 
the discourse is about, while the second instance continues the discourse about this topic. According to 
Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007), continuing topics behave syntactically and phonologically like familiar 
topics. Thus, it is not surprising that pronoun det in these contexts in fact does undergo OS, just like 
familiar topics do (for a discussion of similar issues related to the use of it and that in English, see Gundel 
et al. 2003). 
Bentzen et al. (2013b) discuss another context in which det with a non-nominal antecedent has to 
undergo OS in Norwegian, namely when the antecedent of the anaphor is subject to pragmatic control. 
This means that the antecedent is not expressed linguistically but is rather to be found in the immediate 
extra-linguistic context as something that is the joint center of attention for the interlocutors in the 
conversation. Some relevant examples are provided in (12) (from Bentzen et al. 2013b:106): 
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(12) Watching John pretending to break our new expensive vase:  
Slapp av,  han gjør {det} ikke {*det} 
   relax off  he  does    it  not   it 
 ‘Relax, he won’t do it.’  
This is arguably also a case in which det ‘it’ functions as a continuing topic, as it is picking up its 
reference from something that clearly is already established as the topic (albeit a non-linguistic one) of 
the discourse. 
Anderssen & Bentzen find support for the claim that shifted det with non-nominal antecedents are 
continuing topics in the Nordic Dialect Corpus (NDC). In the dialogue in (13), the discourse topic is the 
problem of tourists hiking on foot in the ski tracks, ruining them. Thus, when speaker karmøy03_gm 
refers to this topic using pronoun det in the final utterance, this clearly is a continuing topic. And as 
expected, it occurs in the shifted position (from Bentzen & Anderssen 2012:12):4 
 
(13) Discourse topic: The problem of tourists hiking on foot in the ski tracks:  
karmøy03_gm: Men problemet var at når da alle fotturistene kom så fant jo ut de at det var finest å gå i 
skisporene for da slapp de å vasse. 
 ‘but the problem was that when all the hikers came, they realized that it was better to 
walk in the ski tracks because then they didn’t have to wade in snow.’ 
karmøy04_gk: mm. Var akkurat det så skjedde nå i Bjørgene og sant # at # så alle for og trødde og så # 
ødela de.  
 ‘mm. That was exactly what happened now in Bjørgene and right # that # everybody 
stepped around and then # they ruined’ 
karmøy03_gm: mm. Ja # for der er jo ikke kultur her veit du for… 
 ‘mm. Yes # because there is no tradition here, you know, for…’  
karmøy03_gm: så  de  skjønner det  ikke.  
so  they get   it  not 
 ‘so they don’t get it’ 
 (det = that they cannot hike on foot in the ski tracks – discourse topic)  
According to Anderssen & Bentzen (2012), then, pronominal objects that pick up on, and thus establish, 
newly introduced, non-nominal aboutness topics remain in situ or are placed clause-initially, while 
pronominal objects used in the continued the discourse about these topics, and thus function as continuing 
topics, occur in the shifted position and undergo OS. 
In the current study, we want to expand on these information structure based approaches with 
reference to the notion Common Ground (Stalnacker 2002). Following Matic et al. (2014: 2) we take 
common ground to refer to “a set of possible worlds compatible with the propositions mutually accepted 
by the interlocutors”, and explore a unified account of the choice of es versus das with non-nominal 
 
4 As in the previous example from this corpus, only the final, relevant utterance by speaker karmøy03_gm is glossed 
word by word. 
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antecedents in German, and the presence versus the absence of OS in the same contexts in Norwegian. 
Considering the examples discussed above in light of the notion of common ground, it is apparent that in 
those cases where pronominal objects with clausal antecedents can undergo OS, whether it is as 
continuing topics or in contexts with pragmatic control, the propositions that these objects refer back to 
are mutually accepted as facts by the interlocutors. Thus, we argue, it is not enough for a proposition to be 
topical in order for it to undergo OS, it also needs to be established as part of the interlocutors’ common 
ground. 
We now turn to look at structures in German where the choice of es over das is determined by 
whether the proposition or fact referred to by this pronoun is acknowledged as a fact or as mutual 
knowledge by both interlocutors. We follow Anderssen & Bentzen’s (2012) proposal that pronominal 
objects in general tend to be topical, but furthermore propose that they only shift when what the pronoun 
refers back to is knowledge shared by all interlocutors. 
3. The current study 
Scrambling in German and Dutch applies to DP objects or to PPs, moving such elements to a position 
preceding negation and adverbs. It is usually described as an optional operation. However, in certain 
cases, it may have an interpretational effect. In particular, Diesing & Jelinek (1995) argued that indefinite 
DPs are interpreted as existential in the unscrambled position, while when they scramble, they receive a 
specific or quantificational interpretation. This is illustrated for German in (14) (from Diesing & Jelinek 
1995:28): 
(14) a.  weil ich nicht eine einzige Katze  gestreichelt habe. (German) 
since I not  a  single  cat   petted   have 
   ‘… since I have not petted a single cat.’ (no cats petted) 
  b.  weil ich eine einzige Katze  nicht gestreichelt habe. 
      since I a  single  cat   not  petted   have 
  ‘… since there is a single cat that I have not petted.’ 
Pronominal objects in German (and Dutch) have received less attention in the literature on scrambling – 
perhaps because they simply scramble more or less obligatorily (cf. Thráinsson 2001; Richards 2006). 
In the literature on propositional proforms in German, much focus has been devoted to the contrast 
between es as an anaphoric proform and the so-called correlate es (cf. e.g. Pütz 1986; Sudhoff 2003; and 
the contributions in Frey et al. 2016). The central observation is illustrated in (15a-b) from Schwabe et al. 
2016:3): 
(15) a. Max bedauert es, dass Lea krank ist.   (German) 
   Max regrets it that Lea  ill  is 
‘Max regrets it that Lea is ill.’ 
  b. Max behauptet es, dass Lea krank ist. 
   Max claims  it that Lea  ill  is 
‘Max claims it that Lea is ill.’ 
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These examples are contrasted with the examples in (16), in which the answers in (16a-b) contain all-new 
information. Importantly, es is not felicitous in (16b): 
(16) What’s new? What happened? 
a. Max bedauert es, dass Lea krank ist. 
 b. Max behauptet (*es), dass Lea krank ist. 
The traditional account for this (Pütz 1986; Sudhoff 2003; 2016) argues that there are two verb classes in 
German, the bedauern-class and the behaupten-class. While the former class may co-occur with either an 
anaphoric pronoun es or the placeholder/correlate es, the latter class only co-occurs with an anaphoric 
pronoun. In all-new answers, as in (16a-b), es does not refer to pre-mentioned established proposition in 
the contexts, i.e. it is not an anaphoric proform, but rather a placeholder/correlate es. Hence, as behaupten 
only takes an anaphoric es, the use of es is ungrammatical in (16b). As bedauern ‘regret’ is a factive 
predicate and behaupten ‘claim’ is an assertive predicate (cf. Hooper & Thompson 1973), there thus 
seems to be a restriction on the use of es that is related to factivity/presuppositioning. Non-anaphoric es is 
only available when what it refers back to is a fact, that is, when es is the complement of the factive 
predicate bedauern, but not when it is the complement of the assertive predicate behaupten. 
In the current study, we take the approach to non-nominal det “it/that” proposed by Anderssen & 
Bentzen (2011; 2012) as our starting point, and explore whether this approach can shed light on the 
distribution of German es/das “it/that” with non-nominal reference. We also compare Norwegian 
placement of det and German use of es/das directly. 
The approach by Anderssen & Bentzen identifies two crucial features that both facilitate OS of non-
nominal det in Norwegian, viz. (i) the referent of det must be given and familiar to the participants in the 
discourse, and (ii) the referent of det must be an already established (continuing) topic in the discourse. 
Given these assumptions we developed a grammaticality judgment questionnaire for Norwegian and 
German consisting of dialogues between two speakers for the current study. The clause referent of the 
pronominal object was manipulated through context. In some dialogues, the proposition the pronominal 
object referred to was clearly given information to both participants and thus part of the common ground 
in the discourse. In these cases, the referent of the pronominal object was also typically (but not 
necessarily) a continued discourse topic. In other dialogues, the referent of the pronominal object 
constituted new information to one of the interlocutors. In those cases, the referent of the pronominal 
object was only established as common ground in the course of the dialogue. In all the dialogues, 
informants were given two options for the sentences containing the pronominal object; for Norwegian, we 
provided sentence both with and without OS of det, and for German, we provided sentences with es and 
with das. (17) illustrates one of our dialogues.  
(17) a. A:  Har Vera fått  sparken?   b. A:  Ist  Vera entlassen worden? 
     has Vera gotten fired       has Vera fired gotten 
     ‘Did Vera get fired?’         ‘Did Vera get fired?’ 
B-1: Ja, visste du  ikke det?    B-1: Ja, wusstest du  das nicht? 
     yes knew you not  it       yes knew  you it  not 
     ‘Yes, didn’t you know?’        ‘Yes, didn’t you know?’ 
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   B-2: Ja, visste du  det  ikke?    B-2: Ja, wusstest du  es nicht? 
     yes knew you it  not       yes knew  you it not 
     ‘Yes, didn’t you know?’        ‘Yes, didn’t you know?’ 
Informants were asked to judge the sentences based on their colloquial dialect, and instructed to 
assume the pronominal object to be unstressed. Sentences were marked as ‘ok’, ‘ok but the dispreferred 
option of the two’ or ‘impossible’. We got judgments from seven Norwegian speakers5 and 13 German 
speakers.6 
4. Results and discussion: Parallels in the distribution of es and das in German and ±OS in 
Norwegian 
Recall that in Norwegian, the pronoun used to refer to non-nominal antecedents is identical to the 
pronoun used to refer to neuter nominal antecedents, viz. det ‘it’. It is what det refers back to, that is, its 
antecedent, that determines whether it undergoes OS or remains in situ. The preferred option is for it not 
to shift, but in certain contexts, det with a non-nominal antecedent tends to undergo OS. In German, 
where pronominal objects scramble obligatorily, our investigation suggests that the most natural way of 
referring to a (non-nominal) clausal or VP antecedent is by using (unstressed) das, rather than es, as 
illustrated in the example below:7 
(18) A:  Ist  Vera entlassen worden?           (German) 
      is  Vera fired  gotten 
    ‘Did Vera get fired?’ 
  B:  Ja,  wusstest du  ??es/das nicht? 
    yes  knew  you that  not 
    ‘Yes, didn’t you know that?’ 
In parallel, our Norwegian informants showed a preference for leaving det in situ in this context: 
(19) A:  Har Vera fått  sparken?             (Norwegian) 
    has Vera gotten fired 
    ‘Did Vera get fired?’ 
  B:  Ja, visste du {?det} ikke {det}? 
    yes knew you    it not     it 
    ‘Yes, didn’t you know?’ 
In the dialogues in (18) and (19), speaker A introduces the question of whether Vera has been fired as a 
(aboutness) topic, and speaker B picks up on this topic, and hence refers to the proposition with a 
 
5 In addition, the two authors are also native speakers of Norwegian. 
6 For both languages, our informant groups consist of both linguists and non-linguists. 
7 We take a sentence to be ‘ok’ if more than half of our informants accepted it as ‘ok’ in the questionnaire (5 or more 
of the 9 Norwegian informants; 7 or more of the 13 German informants). Furthermore, we use the notation ‘?’ to 
indicate that an example is dispreferred by our informants as a group. This refers to cases where less than half of the 
informant group judged the example in question as ‘ok’, (3-4 of the 9 Norwegian informants; 5-6 of the 13 German 
informants). The notation ‘??’ indicates that an example was strongly dispreferred at the group level (‘ok’ from less 
than 3 of the 9 Norwegian informants; ‘ok’ from less than 5 of the 13 German informants). The notation ‘*’ is 
reserved for cases where more than half of the informants judged a sentence as ‘impossible.’ 
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pronoun (det/es/das). However, as A’s proposition is phrased as a question, Vera being fired is clearly not 
established as knowledge shared by both the interlocutors, and in B’s question response, das and a lack of 
OS are consequently preferred by our informants. Only a few informants in either language also judged es 
or OS as ok. However, if A subsequently in the following turn takes Vera being fired to be a fact in 
accordance with B’s response, the preferred option is for A to use es in German and OS in Norwegian, as 
illustrated in (20) and (21) following up from speaker B in (18) and (19), respectively: 
(20)  A: Sie  hat  es/?das wohl  niemandem erzählt.     (German) 
    she  has it   probably no one   told 
    ‘She has probably not told anyone.’ 
(21)  A: Hun forteller {det} vel   ikke {??det} til noen  ennå. (Norwegian) 
    she  tells    it  probably not        it  to anyone yet 
    ‘She probably won’t tell anyone yet.’ 
At the point in the discourse when A utters (20-21), Vera being fired is taken to be a fact by both 
interlocutors, and this proposition is part of the common ground.  
Thus, as mentioned earlier, there appears to be an important difference between two interlocutors 
accepting a proposition as the topic of conversation and the same interlocutors accepting it as a fact. The 
former will invariably license the use of a pronoun to refer back to the relevant proposition. This is what 
is observed in B’s responses in (18) and (19) above; even though Vera being fired has not been accepted 
as a fact by both speakers, B in her response accepts it as the topic of conversation. The difference 
between B’s response and A’s follow-up statement in (20) and (21) is that by the time of A’s follow-up, it 
is clear that the proposition is taken to be a fact by both speakers.8 This means that a positive and a 
negative answer to a proposition should yield different preferences with regard to the use of das/es in 
German and the use of OS or no OS in Norwegian. This is indeed found to be the case, even though there 
is some variation among speakers with these examples, as we will see. (22)-(23) and (24)-(25) provide 
examples where speaker B confirms A’s statement with an affirmative (yes): 
(22)  A: Vera ist entlassen worden.             (German) 
    Vera is fired  become 
    ‘Vera has been fired.’ 
   B: Ja, aber ihr  Mann  weiß es/das wohl  noch nicht. 
    yes but  her  husband knows it/that probably yet  not 
    ‘Yes, but her husband probably doesn’t know yet.’ 
(23)  A: Vera ist entlassen worden.             (German) 
    Vera is fired  become 
    ‘Vera has been fired.’ 
 
8 Note that this does not preclude the possibility that the relevant shared knowledge is false; the condition is only that 
it is shared (see Krifka & Musan 2012). 
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   B: Ja,  aber sie  hat  es/das gestern     noch nicht gewusst, als    wir uns getroffen haben 
    yes but   she has it/that  yesterday yet    not    known    when we  us   met         have 
    ‘Yes, but she still didn’t know when we met yesterday.’ 
(24)  A: Vera har  fått  sparken.             (Norwegian) 
    Vera has got  fired 
    ‘Vera has been fired.’ 
   B: Ja,  men mannen  hennes  vet  {det} nok  ikke {?det} ennå. 
    yes  but  husband.the her   know    it  probably not      it yet 
    ‘Yes, but her husband probably doesn’t know yet.’ 
(25)  A: Vera har  fått  sparken. 
    Vera has got  fired 
    ‘Vera has been fired.’ 
   B: Ja,  men hun visste {det} ikke {?det} ennå igår  da  vi møttes. 
    yes  but  she  knew   it  not      it yet  yesterday when we met 
    ‘Yes, but she still didn’t know yesterday when we met.’ 
In the contexts above, where speaker B always confirms A’s proposition, the German informants 
show a slight preference for es (although many of them also judge das as ‘ok’), and the Norwegian 
informants prefer to use OS, even though the preference is not very strong in either language in 
examples (23) and (25). For German, there is a slightly stronger preference for es in (22) than in 
(23), while our Norwegian informants showed a stronger preference for OS in (24) than in (25). In 
all of these examples, it is clear that Vera being fired is not only accepted as the topic of 
conversation by both interlocutors, it is also taken to be mutually accepted as a fact.  
A very different situation occurs if speaker B expresses surprise at A’s proposition, thereby 
clearly indicating that A’s proposition is not part of any common ground. In such situations, das is 
considered better in German and a lack of OS is preferred in Norwegian. Consider (26) and (27) as 
alternative dialogues to the ones in (22-(25): 
(26)  A: Vera ist entlassen worden.             (German) 
    Vera is fired  become 
    ‘Vera has been fired.’ 
   B:  Aha? Sie  hat  ??es/das nicht erwähnt  als  wir  uns getroffen haben. 
    really she  has     it/that not  mentioned  when we  us met  have 
    ‘Really? She didn’t mention that when we met.’ (expressing surprise) 
(27)  A: Vera har  fått  sparken.             (Norwegian) 
    Vera has got  fired 
    ‘Vera has been fired.’ 
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   B: Åh? Hun nevnte  {?det} ikke {det} for meg da  vi møttes. 
    really she  mentioned     it not    it  for me  when we met 
    ‘Really? She didn’t mention that when we met.’ (expressing surprise) 
In German, the preference for das in these contexts is very strong, while there is a bit more variation 
in the Norwegian judgements; a lack of OS is clearly the preferred option, but a few informants also 
accept OS. The difference between B’s responses in (22)-(25), on the one hand, and (26) and (27), on 
the other, appears to be related to the fact that in the latter, B clearly had not already accepted the 
proposition that Vera has been fired as a fact. In such cases, das is preferred over es in German, and 
OS is dispreferred in Norwegian. 
A similar difference is observed between it and that in English. Gundel et al. (2003) discuss the 
role of prior beliefs in the choice between it and that when referring back to clausal referents, and 
show that using it to refer back to a proposition signals that it is already part of the interlocutors’ 
common ground, while the use of that suggests that the information is new and not part of the shared 
knowledge. Both alternatives are illustrated in (28) (from Gundel et al. 2003: 288). Gundel et al. also 
illustrate that while both it and that are compatible with an affirmative answer to a given proposition 
(B1-2), only that is acceptable when the answer is negative (B3-4). This is illustrated in (29), (from 
Gundel et al. 2003:289, adapted from Kamio & Thomas 1999).9 
(28)  A: I just read that linguists earn less than psychologists. 
   B: That’s terrible! 
   B’: It’s terrible! 
(29)  A:  Janice fired her secretary yesterday. 
   B1: Yes. Everyone in the office is aware of that. 
   B2: Really? The people in the office weren’t aware of that. 
   B3: Yes. The people in the office are aware of it. 
   B4: *Really? The people in the office weren’t aware of it. 
Further support for the view that surprise (and consequently a failure to acknowledge a proposition as 
mutually accepted) is provided in several of the contexts that our informants were asked to judge where 
speaker B expresses surprise and non-acceptance. Relevant examples are provided in (30)-(31) for 
German and Norwegian: 
(30)  A:   Ist Vera entlassen worden?            (German) 
     is Vera fired  become 
     ‘Has Vera been fired?’ 
   B:   Was? Ich  wusste  *es/das nicht!  
     what I  knew    it/that not 
     ‘What? I didn’t know!’   (expressing surprise)  
 
9 Our boldface in (29). 
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(31)  A:   Har Vera fått  sparken?            (Norwegian) 
     has Vera got  fired 
     ‘Has Vera been fired?’ 
   B:   Hva er det  du  sier? Jeg  visste {??det} ikke {det}! 
     what is it  you say  I  knew  it  not     it 
     ‘What? I didn’t know!’   (expressing surprise) 
In both German and Norwegian, the informants overwhelmingly prefer the option compatible with a lack 
of common ground in these examples, that is, das in German and a lack of OS in Norwegian. A similar 
pattern is seen in (32)-(33), where es is very strongly dispreferred in German, and OS in fact is judged as 
ungrammatical in Norwegian. However, in German, das in a scrambled position is also strongly 
dispreferred in this context, while lack of OS in Norwegian is judged as perfectly fine. Notably, in both 
languages, the option of placing the proform in the clause-initial position is accepted by all informants. 
For German, this of course entails the use of das, as pronominal object es cannot occur in a clause-initial 
position. 
(32)  A:   Hat Hans sein Auto verkauft?          (German) 
     has Hans his  car  sold 
     ‘Has Hans sold his car?’ 
   B1:  Nein, ich  glaube  *es/??das  nicht. 
     no  I  think    it/that  not 
     ‘No, I don’t think so.’ 
   B2:  Nein, das glaube  ich  nicht. 
     no  that think  I  not 
     ‘No, I don’t think so.’ 
(33)  A:   Har Hans solgt bilen  sin?          (Norwegian) 
     has Hans sold car.the  his 
     ‘Has Hans sold his car?’ 
   B1:  Nei, jeg  tror {*det} ikke {det}. 
     no  I  think     it not    it 
     ‘No, I don’t think so.’ 
   B2:  Nei, det  tror jeg  ikke. 
     no  that think I  not 
     ‘No, I don’t think so.’ 
The results of the small survey reported here suggests that there is a correlation between contexts in 
which OS is dispreferred in Norwegian and those where das is the preferred option in German, and 
between structures in which OS is preferred in Norwegian and where es is used in German. The 
distribution between the various forms and positions appear to be influenced by the status of the 
pronoun’s antecedent in the discourse. When the proposition the pronoun refers to constitutes an 
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established fact, and is part of the interlocutors’ common ground, Norwegian allows the pronoun to 
undergo OS, and German prefers realizing the pronoun as es rather than das. In contrast, if the 
proposition the pronoun refers to constitutes new information to any of the interlocutors, the proposition 
is clearly not yet part of their common ground. In such cases, the pronoun referring to this proposition is 
preferred in the unshifted position in Norwegian, while German prefers to realize the pronoun as das 
rather than es. 
The new approach presented in this paper takes the proposal in Anderssen & Bentzen (2012) as its 
starting point. While we have expanded on that proposal, the current approach is still largely compatible 
with that of Anderssen & Bentzen (2012). Recall that in that paper, we argued that type of topicality 
determines whether the pronoun det with non-nominal antecedents shifts or not in Norwegian. More 
specifically, we suggested that when the referent of the pronominal object is the continuing topic of the 
conversation, this pronoun undergoes OS. For a proposition to constitute a continuing topic in the 
discourse, it has to be familiar to all interlocutors and established as part of the interlocutors’ common 
ground.  
A related aspect of our proposal concerns the link between factivity and OS/es. We assume that 
once a proposition is part of the common ground, it is taken to be a fact by the interlocutors. For example, 
in (22) and (24), when speaker A asserts that Vera has been fired, and B answers ‘yes, but her husband 
probably doesn’t know yet’, B has, by her response accepted A’s assertion as a fact, and continues to talk 
about issues related to this fact. Thus, OS applies in Norwegian, and the pronoun is realized as es in 
German. Note that in this context, the referent of the object pronoun is an aboutness topic and not a 
continuing topic. Given the analysis in Anderssen & Bentzen (2012), one would expect these elements to 
remain in situ. However, as speaker B confirms speaker A’s assertion by responding ‘yes’, the 
proposition is immediately established as part of the interlocutors’ common ground, and this appears to 
trigger OS and use of es. Thus, while Anderssen & Bentzen argue that type of topicality is the 
determining factor for OS, we here suggest that the most important condition for the use of OS and es 
with non-nominal antecedents is that the relevant proposition is part of common ground and established 
as a fact.10 In contrast, in (30)-(31), A asks a question (‘Has Vera been fired?’), and B in her response 
does not confirm the propositional content of this question. Thus, the proposition that Vera has been fired 
is not yet established as part of their common ground, and consequently the pronoun referring to it is 
preferred in an unshifted position in Norwegian, and is realized as das in German.  
Factivity is also argued to be an important factor for OS of det with non-nominal antecedents in 
Swedish (and Danish) in Andréasson (2008). In a written corpus of Swedish, she finds that pronominal 
objects with non-nominal referents occur in shifted position 91% of the time when these pronouns are 
complements of factive predicates. In contrast, they remain in unshifted position 72% of the time when 
they are complements of non-factive verbs. Finally, recall from section 3 that the availability of so-called 
placeholder-es in German has been argued to be restricted to (what we take to be) factive contexts, such 
as complements of verbs like bedauern ‘regret’ (Pütz 1986; Sudhoff 2003; 2016; Schwabe et al. 2016). 
Thus, the current proposal is independently supported by other studies of both Mainland Scandinavian OS 
and German proforms.  
 
10 Note, however, that this proposal takes dialogues as its empirical base. In other types of spoken or written language 
productions, where turn-taking is less central, topicality may well play a more determining role.  
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5. Concluding remarks 
This paper is a first attempt at developing a joint account of the distribution of OS in Norwegian and the 
use of es/das in German. In order to do this, we have carried out a cross-linguistic investigation, using 
grammaticality judgements. Our results reveal that there are clear parallels between the two languages; in 
contexts where Norwegian allows OS of pronominal objects with non-nominal antecedents, German 
prefers to use es, while when OS of these elements is dispreferred in Norwegian, das is preferred in 
German. Furthermore, it appears to be a requirement that the proposition that the pronoun refers to is part 
of common ground in order for OS and the use of es to be available. More research is needed to confirm 
these finding, opening up other interesting avenues of research. For example, it would be interesting to 
investigate the use of pronominal objects with non-nominal antecedents in different types of Norwegian 
and German corpora. Another natural extension of the current study would be to consider how these 
findings could be implemented in the syntactic structure of Norwegian and German. It would also be 
interesting to explore how these findings correspond to the use of it and that in English (see e.g. Gundel 
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